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Welker Quarterly News ~ October 2017

In this Issue:
Product Spotlight: GB2 Ground Block
Sales Spotlight: 3D Printed Demos
Welker exhibiting at Fabtech in Chicago

New Product: GB2
Welker introduces the GB2, a smaller version of its GB3
ground block retract cylinder. Part contact pressure can
be adjusted with an inline NPT regulator, producing
contact forces as low as 45 lbf. Ideal for thin materials or
space constrained grounding applications. Weld field
immune cylinder switch is adjustable to sense extend
and retract. Class 2 copper adapter is offered with
choice of smooth, knurled, or projection swivel head. For
video and more info visit http://www.welkerproducts.com
/groundblock.php

Sales Spotlight: 3D Printed Demos
The Welker Sales Team is now equipped with 3D printed
models of popular components, such as the LST Part
Positioner (shown, with a Coke). The models are half
scale, fully functioning, and made with lightweight
polymer resin. Popular with customers, the 3D printed
models enable hands-on demo of products that are
normally too cumbersome for long distance Lunch &
Learns.
Welker is also 3D printing small parts for robotic training
in plastic, when actual metal parts are not yet available.
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Welker at Fabtech 2017
Welker is exhibiting at Fabtech Expo, November 6-9 in Chicago. The expo is North
America's largest metal forming, fabricating, welding and finishing event. New this year is
the RMP Retracting Micro Pin. Displays will feature operating shot pins, lockouts, clamps,
part positioner/ejector, expanding locating pins, part presentationslide, and more. Smaller
components will be available for hands-on demo.
Welker will be in booth B37031, located in the welding area of Hall B, McCormick Place.
Sales engineers will be on hand to help visitors learn how to make their welding and
assembly processes more efficient and cost effective. Admission is free if you register by
Nov 3.
Stop by and say hello!
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